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ABSTRACT

The sediment fraction is the grain size, sorting and composition of the sediment, while sediment porosity is the ratio of the volume of the cavity in total volume. The cavity in marine sediment is a habitat of decomposing organisms. The research aimed to analyze the relationship between the fraction and porosity of tidal zone sediments in coastal of Teluk Penyu Cilacap. This survey method used sediment core samplers, sediments fractions used sieve method and the porosity used method of Reeve (1986), and analysis used software SPSS20. The results showed that tidal zone sediments in coastal of Teluk Penyu Cilacap were dominated by the fine sand with percentage when high water was higher than low water. Based on mean size diameter, sediment near Serayu river was found medium sand and far was fine sand. Based on linear regression, the relation between sediment fraction and porosity at high water and low water was obtained very weak, but when low water was found in opposite condition to the high water, that the greater of sediment diameter was smaller of porosity. High porosity indicates a wider space between the sediments and allows more decomposing organisms. It is important to consider the results of the clearing of organic matter which affects to fish resources in coastal waters.
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1. Introduction

Characteristic of wave and result of variation longshore sediment transport is played by climate change (Dastgheib, et al., 2016). Local, regional and global-scale climate variability mode are impact to inter-annual fluctuation (Manta et al., 2016). Beach is
known as meeting place of sea and land and dynamic processes of wind, wave and tide impacted to continue constantly changing of those places (CERS 1984). Another side of gravity of the moon and sun have caused tidal currents and impact the process of sediment dispersal as role of the tide. (Akter et al., 2016). Low-lying environment as a fundamental role in the development is played too by sea-level rise (Vankoningsveld et al., 2008). The coastal vulnerability is highly along the coast as erosion (Boruff et al., 2005). The changes of coastal morphology are affected by ocean current and waves (Duxbury et al., 2002).

A fundamental property of marine sediment is porosity and can be easily determined based on wet bulk density (Curry, et al., 2010). Porosity is used as a basic parameter in simulation studies for predicting reservoir quality and an important petrophysical characteristic (Van Greet et al., 2003). The large independence of the deviation stress, and large independence of the nature of the stress field acting on the basin (compressional, extensional etc.) is a strong impact to the change of porosity (Jones and Addis, 1985). Coastal porous structure is related to characteristic of resistance force in porous media (Chen et al., 2002). Mixture of sediment is systematically changed by grain sizes and volume fraction of sediment (Kamann et al., 2007). Water content in sediment is related to the increase in porosity (Droppo et al., 2000). Estuary system as part of coastal effectively traps particles, originating from the waters hed. The dominant particles are fluvial sources, particles of a more oceanic provenance (Alexander and Windom, 2017).

Upper-slope to deep marine sediments are a function of both burial depth and lithology. Kominz et al. (2011) was found overall porosity range from 4 to 94% and exponential trend towards decreasing porosity with depth. Curry et al. (2010) stated Sampling methods of marine sands is applying core to analyze in situ porosity and was found average porosity of sand 37.7% to 46.3%. The aim of the research was analyze the relationship between the sediment fraction and porosity of sediments at tidal zone during high tide and low tide at Teluk Penyu, Cilacap coast, Indonesia.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. Research procedure

Sediments are collected at 8 stations of Cilacap coast using 2x30 inch by sediment core samplers and taken 3 times in each station. Fraction of sediments is analyzed based on sieve method and the classification of sediment fraction based on Holme and McIntyre (1971). Statistical analysis of sediment based on mean size (Blott and Pye, 2001). The relationships between porosity and median of sediment fraction is analyzed by excel software 2003.

2.2. Data analysis

The porosity is analyzed based on Reeve [1986] and the relation between sediment fractions and sediment porosity is analyzed based on software SPSS 20.

2.3. Research site

The research sites at the coastal of Teluk Penyu Cilacap, Indonesia. Distance of each site is 12 km of the 40 km of coastal length of Teluk Penyu coast. Station number 1 is located at southern of the coast and station number 8 is at eastern of the coast (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Research site stations of Teluk Penyu, Cilacap-Indonesia
3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Sediment fraction

Tidal area is the part of integration location of sea water, land and the air. The coastal as a dynamic area is influenced by tidal pattern, wave and climate. Sediment from upland is deposited by river current to the coast and those sediments are distributed by tidal pattern, wave and wind driven current. A shorter of sediment diameter is distributed long shore of the coast or shallow water and to deep seas.

Cilacap coastal water is bordered and open access to Indian ocean. The oceanic, climate and tidal patterns are influence the waters, and at other side, the sediment is accumulated by all of the patterns. Tidal pattern at southern Java waters is categorized as semi diurnal type that produced two of high and two of low water daily.

The dynamic of sediment fraction transport is more were impacted by wave and tidal force. The mean size [mm] of sediment in tidal area at Cilacap coast when high and low water were found two of sediment classification, namely fine sand and medium sand.

The range of diameter of sediment when high water was obtained lower than low water and based on the average sediment's diameter were impacted by wave and tidal force. The mean size [mm] of sediment in tidal area at Cilacap coast when high and low water were found two classification of sediment, namely fine sand and medium sand (Table 1). The range of diameter of sediment when high water was obtained lower than low water and based on the average sediment's diameter was classified as fine sediment. The sediment diameter when low water was classified as medium sand.

The range of median size of sediment diameter during high and low water were found between 0 to 5.27, and during high water, the average of median of sediment diameter was obtained 1.09 mm. The value of the median sediment diameter was indicated that the classification as very coarse sand (Table 2). The range of median when low water was found differs to the high water, and the mean of median was obtained 0.305 mm, the sediment was classified as medium sand with the range from 0.239 to 0.470 mm.

The dynamic of sediment in Cilacap coast was influenced by sediment supply from Serayu river at the middle coast and Bodo river at the Eastern coast. The existence of the river estuary at the Eastern part of the coast of Teluk Penyu waters, and the existence of Segara Anakan Lagoon at Southern part were impacted of different of sediment fraction, which sediment from Segara Anakan waters was found smaller than sediment from Serayu river. The Eastern of the lagoon is estuaries of some rivers, namely Sapuregel, Donan rivers that supplies heavy sediment from upland and the sediment was dominated by mud.

The sediment from Serayu river at the middle coast was dominated by sand and Bodo river at the eastern coast was supply mud sediment. Tidal and wave patterns were accumulate the sediment from Southern, middle and Eastern coast as mixtures sediment. The distribution of median and mean size of sediment diameter in this research were influenced by the existence of the rivers, that Serayu river [Station 5 and 6] at the middle coast was obtained longer of those sediments diameter from Eastern and Southern of Penyu bay coast during high and low waters (Figure 2).

Tidal pattern was produce current a long the coast and was impact to sediment distribution. Based on the sediment diameter measurement (mean size and median) the direction of tidal current in time of low to high

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Mean Size</th>
<th>Sediment Class</th>
<th>Mean Size</th>
<th>Sediment Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>Fine sand</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>Medium sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>Fine sand</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>Fine sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>Fine sand</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>Medium sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>Med-sand</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>Medium sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>Med-sand</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>Medium sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>Med-sand</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>Medium sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>Med-sand</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>Medium sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>Fine sand</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>Fine sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>Fine sand</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>Med-sand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Median sediment fraction [mm] and sediment classification when high and low water at stations, Cilacap coast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>High Water</th>
<th>Sediment Classification</th>
<th>Low Water</th>
<th>Sediment Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Medium sand</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pebble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>Medium sand</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>Coarse sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Fine sand</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Very fine sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Coarse sand</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Clay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>Pebble</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>Very coarse sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Very coarse sand</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>Pebble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Clay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Clay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>Very coarse sand</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>Very coarse sand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sediment classification is based on the median sediment diameter. The median sediment diameter is the size at which half of the sediment is finer and half is coarser. The classification is based on the median sediment diameter:

- **Medium sand**: Median sediment diameter of 0.3 to 0.1 mm
- **Fine sand**: Median sediment diameter of 0.1 to 0.07 mm
- **Coarse sand**: Median sediment diameter of 0.6 to 0.57 mm
- **Pebble**: Median sediment diameter of 5.27 to 1.43 mm
- **Very coarse sand**: Median sediment diameter of 1.09 to 0.6 mm
- **Clay**: Median sediment diameter of 0 to 0.07 mm

When high water, the current was flow from Eastern to Southern. The tidal current direction to Southern was influence the mean size sediment diameter in each station of southern part of the coast. The influence of the current to the sediment was distributed from East to Southern part of the coast during high water. The direction of current during high to low water from South to East. Those tidal current direction was impact the mean size sediment diameter in each station. During low to high water, the sediment was distributed from estuary of Serayu river to coast and it was spread to East coast. Subsequently, the sediment was distributed from station 1 to 8 by tidal current when high to low water.

3.2. Porosity

Porosity is percentage of ratio between weight and specific gravity of sediment (Reeve, 1986). Wave has a significant effect to porosity (Mai et al. 2019). Coastal porous structure is related to the characteristics of resistance force in porous media (Chen et al. 2002). At coastal the influence of sand erosion and deposition of sediment is a significant difference at backwash area of the coast (Packwood, 1983).

![Figure 2. Median sediment fraction (mm) when high and low water at Cilacap coast.](image)
The range of porosity of sediment in tidal area at the coast of Teluk Penyu, Cilacap was found between 60.53 to 67.27% at the time during high water and the average was obtained 63.87%. The porosity of sediment during low water was obtained in range between 60.67 to 67.20% and an average was 64.80% (Table 3). Porosity of sediment became higher during low water than high water, the condition was expected as a result of the integration force of tidal current and wave. Those force was transport the sediment from back shore during high water to the tidal area. The result of the process was impact to the diameter of the sediment on the back shore longer than in the deep-sea water.

3.3. Relation of Porosity to Sediment Fraction during Tidal Pattern

Relation between porosity and median of sediment fraction during high water was found 6.6 %, negative relation and the value was a very low relation (Figure 3) bellow : Sea water level becomes higher at the moment of high water and coast area is flooded. The force of tidal current and wave are distribute the coast sediment to the tidal area and to deep water. On the other side, wave force is transport the sediment from shallow sea water while there is a height of wave is equal to the depth of sea water. The condition is result to the tidal zone as a burning area of sediment as impact by wave and tide forces.

Relation between porosity and median of sediment fraction during low water was obtained higher than during high water, namely 33.03% for low water and the relation value was categorized as low relation. The higher value of relation between porosity and median sediment fraction during low water was expected to be an impact of wave force at the moment of low water to the sediment from the back shore that is transported to tidal zone. The simple linear regression was found negative equation, that the value was indicated the increase of median sediment diameter was followed by the decrease of porosity (opposite interaction).

Sea bed of tidal zone is a dynamic area from the impact of tidal pattern, wind driven current, climate variability and each coast has specific morphology as impact of that climate variation. The research has been done during transition season (October 2019). The effect of the climate, especially during transition season, on the beach morphology of sea bed slope at tidal zone becomes ramp and steep
during wet season, especially at tidal zone for Southern Java coast. The development of porosity was found asymmetric across the mixing zone (Sanford and Konikow, 1989). The tidal zone is the mixing burring area of sediment. Characteristic of porous structure of sediment is same to coefficient of permeability and turbulent that tends to stabilize. The characteristics of resistance force in porous media to improve related applications on coastal porous structures (Chen et al., 2002). The relation between the percentage of sand and loading capacity of the sediment was indicate that serious cliff is to be occur when the percentage of sand sediment mix exceeds a critical value (She et al., 2006).

4. Conclusion

Tidal zone sediments in coastal of Teluk Penyu Cilacap were dominated by the fine sand with the percentage of 77.34% for high water and 75.60% for low water. The mean size of sediment diameter in the station 1, 2, 3, and 8 was found fine sand and in stations 4, 5, 6, and 7 were obtained medium sand. The relationship between the sediment fraction and porosity during high water and low water were obtained very weak, but the relationship at the moment of low water was found in opposite condition to the high water, when low water was found greater of sediment size and porosity.
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